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Adecade ago, if you had put a 6 at the end of a movie title
it would either be a sign of a desperate studio milking
every last drop from a once popular franchise or at best

- a straight to DVD movie. That has slowly changed over the
years but franchises or “cinematic universes” are changing both
the filmmaking approach and the audience expectations for film
sequels. Whether that is due to the immense popularity of Net-
flix and TV shows in general or just the fact that online audience
reception today can absolutely tank a film’s box-office - if it
gives us movies like ‘Mission Impossible: Fallout’ then I am to-
tally on board with it.

‘Fallout’, the sixth film in the ‘Mission Impossible’ franchise
does a lot of things right and builds upon its predecessors by giv-
ing fans exactly what they want. More massive action set-pieces,
an additional set of interesting characters along with a familiar re-
turning crew and of course Tom Cruise showcasing a breath-tak-
ing catalogue of insane stunts. Seriously, how many actors can say
they flew out of plane at low altitude, piloted a helicopter, drove
a motorbike on the wrong side of the road in Paris and broke their
ankle jumping from one building to another all in one film?  Seeing
him do all these things with the camera rolling is almost worth the
price of admission alone. Thankfully, unlike other action movie
franchises (like one that starts with F), it knows that it can’t simply
rest on its set-pieces no matter how flashy they are. 

Self-aware escapism
The ‘Mission Impossible’ movie are not much more than just

high quality popcorn entertainment. But it is that self-aware es-
capism that has really elevated the franchise. The last three films
have especially paid heed to a more continuity driven which has
created its own mini trilogy. ‘Fallout’ book-ends this trilogy well
and even ties up many of the plot threads from ‘Rogue Nation’ in
a somewhat emotional manner. 

The main plot is quite predicable but it also dials back the
focus on Ethan Hunt and gives an insight to what really drives him
to do the seemingly impossible things he does. Some might feel
these additions bog down the action which gets so intense so reg-
ularly but I greatly appreciated director and screenwriter Christo-
pher McQuarrie taking the time to finally humanize Hunt a bit
more. ‘Rogue Nation’ was a tremendously fun film but Hunt did
come off as a bit of superhero with seemingly no weaknesses
whatsoever. 

Everything feels much more grounded this time around. The
stakes are much higher as the threat of nuclear war looms over
our protagonists and the action reflexes this with more brutal,
crunching punches and louder, more menacing gun fights. It’s like
McQuarrie looked at his previous film and said “how can we im-
prove pretty much every aspect of these scenes?” The viscerality
of the action creates a more naturally gripping sequence and you
can feel the energy coursing through the cinema hall because of
it. The fight scene in the toilet is a great example of this approach.

It’s hard-hitting and confusing at times but like every great fight
scene, it emulates a dance of sorts. Different stages pushing dif-
ferent strings, rarely giving the audience a chance to breathe but
just enough time to react. It reminded me of the one in David Cro-
nenberg’s ‘Eastern Promises’ only with suits instead of towels. 

Old crew, new tricks 
Cruise as you would expect carries the film but the returning

cast of Simon Pegg, Ving Rhames and Alec Baldwin are better
written than they were ever before. Pegg’s ‘Benji’ would be side-
lined and disposed into the “comedy-relief” bin in similar action
films but here he once again finely tunes his performance between
levity and seriousness to create a character you genuinely care
for. Rhames as well, returning as ‘Luther’ for the sixth time in a
row, finally gets a proper chance to shine and display his acting
chops. His character surprisingly becomes one of the emotional
cores of a third act. Without him, those last few scenes would have
easily gone from over-the-top to just plain dumb. 

Henry Cavill is the new spy on the block and for all the hype
he brought before hand to the film, he turned out to be a slight
let-down. He plays ‘Walker’, the CIA’s secret weapon and one man
clean-up crew and even though he starts off menacing and se-
cretly - it doesn’t take long for his story to become predictably
and messy. His moustache (the infamous one that destroyed DC’s
‘Justice League’) might have been the most interesting aspect of
his character really. Also I’m pretty sure it’s just me but his voice
modulation sounded so much like ‘Superman’ (which he was film-
ing alongside this) it became a minor distraction for me. 

‘Walker’ and the returning ‘Solomon Lane’ play well into the

story that manages to deliver a thrilling romp even though a few
individual elements of it felt a bit clumsy in its execution. The third
act in particular is all over the place tonally. The grit that pulsated
through the action is replaced with our characters almost goofing
around with a nuke slowly ticking down in front of them while the
Hunt and Walker helicopter chase was one vehicle chase too many.
The chase is bonkers in the very best sense of the word and it was
beautifully shot. But the loose threads of credibility the plot was
hanging on by that time was slowly giving way around it.  

‘Fallout’ was an exemplary example of the cinema experience.
Gorgeous visuals, ultra-octane action and a spy-thriller story
combine to make the recent Bond films look third-rate in compar-
ison. People have a range of reasons to why they go to the cinema
but if the word ‘entertainment’ is any of yours, then you owe it to
yourself to check out this film because ‘Fallout’ is a cinematic joy-
ride you won’t soon forget.   
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